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Abstract: General Secretary Xi Jinping stressed: "Community is the foundation of the grass-roots, the foundation is solid, can the national building be firm." Community governance work is related to the interests of many parties, the services of the government, as well as social stability and order, the modernization of urban community governance capacity has become the most prominent link in the modernization of national governance system and governance capacity In the post-epidemic era, the modernization of community governance capacity for community work and community organization is more and more obvious, and the demand is also more prominent. As the grassroots cell of modern national governance, the community plays a pivotal role in people's livelihood and social development, and plays an important role in improving the quality of urban life and enhancing the reputation of the city. The modernization of community governance is an important step in the current national governance. However, there are many problems in the actual community governance, such as community public services are not in place, residents have low enthusiasm to participate in community work, the ability of members of community organizations or the workload is large. In the current community governance of the grassroots management of rigid phenomenon, to seek diversified governance means, on the basis of considering community form change and governance needs according to the change of the existing social governance mechanism, above this according to the realistic path of urban community governance to provide accurate positioning, provide effective execution basis for urban community governance. To further promote the development of community, promote the modernization of community governance, we need to speed up the optimization of multiple governance pattern, in the era of the outbreak of social economic structure and social structure, the change of the specific governance demand analyzes the existing community governance phenomenon, from the governance ideas to the main body to finally to effect a series of exploration of community governance ability modernization to provide profound reference, grasp the correct direction of the current community governance, explore to adapt to the outbreak era after the effective path conducive to community development.
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1. Introduction

With the future as the background of the epidemic era, this paper explores the modernization of urban community governance capacity. At present, the modernization of urban community governance capacity in China is in the stage of exploration, and a lot of research and exploration are needed in the theoretical output and method practice. This paper emphatically from the perspective of modern construction of urban community governance ability, HF city in Anhui province, for example, analyzes the development status and reason, through the feasibility and scientific analysis of its deficiencies and put forward scientific Suggestions, to improve the level of community governance, promoting the modernization of national management ability and management system has important practical significance. [1] [2] [3]

2. The Basic Connotation and Structure of the Modernization of Urban Community Governance

2.1. The Basic Connotation of Urban Community Governance Modernization

With the rapid development of China's economy and the improvement of people's living standards, the basic connotation of the modernization of urban community governance has been defined in modern times, and the following main research directions of the modernization are given: first, the main contents of the modernization of urban community governance; second, the basic attributes of the modernization of urban community governance; the main role of the modernization of urban community governance; and the goal of the modernization of urban community governance. First of all, the main content of urban community governance modernization is based on the modernization of community governance system and governance capacity, mainly to enrich the modernization of community governance. Secondly, the basic attribute of community governance modernization is to improve the participation of residents, so that residents can have a real sense of participation and identity to invest in the community construction. Again, the main role of the modernization of community governance is reflected in improving the awareness of grassroots governance to the greatest extent, promoting the modernization of national governance capacity and governance system, and strengthening the level of community governance. Finally, the main goal of urban community governance is to enhance the ability of community governance, improve residents' satisfaction, and provide a better living environment for residents.
2.2. The Structural Framework of Urban Community Governance Modernization

Urban community using "by a house in a station for" community organization structure, urban community party organizations, community residents' committees, community affairs workstation, community management summary management do mutual contact, mutual restriction, other social organizations and community residents to participate in community governance system, in order to improve the level of community construction, actively promote community construction. This framework structure to improve the efficiency of the community, four mutual restriction, mutual correlation, closely around the community party group leadership work, with inner-party democracy drive social democracy, increase residents autonomy, enhance the grassroots public service consciousness, enhance residents service quality, improve the efficiency of grassroots comprehensive management work, the construction of a harmonious community.

3. Analysis of the Practical Dilemma and Causes of the Modernization of Community Governance in HF City in the "Big Test" of the Epidemic

3.1. The Practical Dilemma of Community Governance Modernization in HF City in the "Big Test" of the Epidemic

1) The workload of community governance is large and the quality of autonomous organizations is uneven

Community governance work plays an important role in residents' committees in modernization, for some township community, most residents are retirees, laid-off workers, etc., low level of education, strain capacity for work is poor, most residents for community work efficiency, little work content for the community, so for the regular activities of the community participation is not high. At the same time, with the acceleration of the urbanization process, the continuous increase of community population, to a certain extent, leads to frequent changes of community responsibilities, increased management difficulty, increased management tasks and increased number of tasks. As a result, the community work is miscellaneous, some staff work attitude is loose, the staff is floating, reducing the public awareness of community governance participation, at the same time, the governance ability of community governance cannot be broken through.

2) Grassroots management is rigid, and the governance mode is too administrative

For grassroots construction this year to the local grassroots government for community management has too much interference, mostly in the process of administrative order, management is more traditional, not get rid of the bondage of traditional thinking, only around the superior command and the traditional guidance, the lack of listening to the attention of the people, too one-sided, policy formulation and administrative management lack of public opinion, of the grass-roots government has yet to get rid of arranged, do, etc., in the long run, seriously weaken the enthusiasm of residents to participate in, for the improvement of the community modern management ability produce serious obstacles.

3) Residents lack the awareness of participation and have poor community public service facilities

As one of the main bodies of community governance, residents lack the awareness of participation in the process of community governance, which is difficult to play their role as the main body of the community, and difficult to integrate into community activities. They participate in community activities with full enthusiasm and active attitude, and only blindly passively follow community management and administrative orders. As one of the important equipment in community governance, community public service facilities not only provide community governance places for residents in their daily work, but also become the link between the masses. However, the current community public service facilities are insufficient and the quality is poor, and the attraction to the residents of the community is reduced by a few minutes.

3.2. Analysis of the Reasons for the Insufficient Modernization of Community Governance in HF City in the "Big Test" of the Epidemic

1) The government's own positioning is unclear and its responsibilities are chaotic

When exercising its own functions, the government often lacks accurate positioning, often takes charge of community work in other departments, and lacks initiative and creativity in function undertaking. In a long run, it has caused low efficiency of community work, and a large number of complicated works is redundant, making it difficult to step in community governance work. On the other hand, the government's responsibilities are not clear, so it is difficult to mobilize community residents to participate in the community governance work. The communication efficiency among various departments within the government needs to be improved. Only by actively meeting the public opinion and letting community residents participate in the work of community governance can the benign operation of the government and community departments be promoted.

2) The quality of community personnel is uneven, and the source of community funds is single

Urban community governance work is one of the important role in community workers, community workers for the current lack of specialization, quality level, etc., and so on and so forth, community workers work attitude and ability is crucial for community governance, the current HF city community work team personnel quality and professional ability is difficult to adapt to the requirements of community governance, because of the current community workers to retirement age, and the degree is low, community workers ability, team is weak. Working funds for the community are one of the important sources of work in the community. Although the state financial subsidy to the community has improved the community infrastructure, there is no other way to raise the community funds except for the traditional financial subsidy, which is not conducive to the long-term development of the community.

3) Residents' sense of participation is not strong, and their enthusiasm needs to be improved

Measure of a community governance ability is the most important index of the residents' participation and identity, but H city community residents' overall participation is not high, the main body of community residents' participation consciousness is insufficient, as community residents cannot well recognize the community work is not only the community workers, also need residents active participation
and cooperate. At the same time, the main group of the community is single, mainly for the elderly, which makes it difficult for the community to fully gather and reflect the needs of people from all walks of life. At the same time, the participation mechanism of community residents is not perfect, and a considerable number of residents have little community activities, and the publicity of relevant activities is not enough, resulting in low awareness of participation and low enthusiasm.

4. Experience and Enlightenment in Promoting the Modernization of Urban Community Governance in the Post-Epidemic Era

1) Improve infrastructure construction and build new service modes

Community infrastructure quality directly determines the level of community service, look from the traditional community governance, the new comprehensive community construction, network service system construction, better meet the background of residents living, life and leisure and other material and spiritual needs, especially to adapt to the service characteristics and requirements of the network age, informatization, intelligent service to build the new connection between community and residents, presents the characteristics of service and management level directly linked.

2) Expand the number of participants and build new ways of participation

For community participation more traditional relatively single, thus expand the new participation main body, the community residents and managers, volunteers and related groups all assembled to the community work, make a single governance environment into multiple community work, the development of the community and functions associated with social development, from one-sided to all-round governance, achieve the goal of cooperation work.

3) Mobilize the enthusiasm of the residents, innovate the leading mechanism

For community participation more traditional relatively single, thus expand the new participation main body, the community residents and managers, volunteers and related groups all assembled to the community work, make a single governance environment into multiple community work, the development of the community and functions associated with social development, from one-sided to all-round governance, achieve the goal of cooperation work.

5. Modern Countermeasures for Urban Community Governance in the Post-Epidemic Era

1) Pay attention to the team construction of community workers and improve the comprehensive quality of the members of community organizations

Community residents' committees staff ability directly reflect a level of community governance, only improve the comprehensive quality of community workers to better promote community construction, in the professional assessment to strengthen the professional ability and the core quality, the assessment personnel attitude of community workers, let its fully realize the importance of community work, at the same time the outstanding contributors to give incentives, fully stimulate the enthusiasm and creativity of community workers, with full emotion and enthusiasm into the community work.

2) Improve the urban community governance mechanism and promote the rule of law in community governance methods

In the community epidemic prevention and control, HF city has undergone a serious test, and has rich experience sharing and relevant experience and lessons, which provides an effective governance path for the future development of the community. In community governance, we should be aware of the boundary between government responsibilities and community governance, straighten out the relationship between the government and society, resolutely do not interfere in the power of community governance, resolutely fulfill their own responsibilities in place, and improve the mechanism of community governance. Enhance the legal awareness of the community subject, through the professional legal knowledge training, enhance the handling ability of daily legal work, improve the level of community legal governance. We will actively promote the rule of law in community governance, strengthen the ability of community governance, strengthen residents' understanding of the rule of law, provide publicity on the rule of law, and form the concept of the rule of law.

3) Optimize service supply and promote social coordination

To optimize the supply of community services, we must further clarify the process, norms and standards of services. The lack of a clear standard system for community service is an important reason for the low service quality and the frequent community conflicts. For the existing community service equipment, reduce the service process, optimize the service quality, standardize the service standard, combine the specific situation of the community, cooperate and govern from various aspects, clarify the responsibilities and obligations of the company, and promote the standardization of service. Thought is the forerunner of action, establish the concept of coordination and co-governance, in the process of community governance modernization, take the forerunner of coordination concept, and promote the community governance work under the guidance of its thought. In the process of community governance, multiple platforms should be incorporated to strive for the support and understanding of all parties, and gather governance synergy.

6. Peroration

To sum up, the community in the process of promoting the national governance modernization has a key role of a connecting link between the preceding, in the response to the new crown outbreak, is a major test of urban community governance, after the outbreak era should pay more attention to the relationship between the government, community, residents, promote collaborative work, transformation government function, reveal the advantage of social organizations to improve the participation of residents consciousness. At present, although there are still some difficult problems to be solved in the process of urban community construction, the solution to these difficulties is not only the efforts of the community itself, but also the co-governance of multiple subjects. The modernization of urban community governance is an important part of the modernization of the national governance system and governance capacity. To some extent, the modernization of
urban community governance is also an important embodiment of the modernization of the national governance system and governance capacity, and is the result of the remarkable improvement of China's governance capacity. [4]
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